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By Matt Kurtz

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Monkey s Bucket of Horrors is every bit as
gloriously bonkers as its title. Every story in this collection is insane, and I think Matt Kurtz may be,
too. But that s cool, because it s GOOD insanity. - Jeff Strand, author of Dead Clown Barbecue
Beware.As Monkey Unleashes His Freshly Caught Horrors Upon the World! From out of the bucket
spills tales of terror and the macabre featuring vampires, Bigfoot, psychopaths, aliens, demons,
monstrous jackalopes, creepy children, and so much more! Another dozen previously published
horror tales from author Matt Kurtz-now collected in one terrifying tome for the very first time!
Witness the Terror as. A down on his luck tailor gets a visitor at closing time with a terrifying request
for a special type of fitting. Two brothers, both former military, encounter a foe much deadlier than
anything they ve faced on the battlefield while fixing up their family cabin in the woods. A trio of
good ol boys visit an adult video store and are introduced to a terrifying secret kept beyond the
glass...
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Thorough guide! Its this kind of excellent go through. It normally will not price an excessive amount of. You may like just how the blogger compose this
ebook.
-- Mr s. Linnea  McK enz ie-- Mr s. Linnea  McK enz ie

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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